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Abstract
This paper analyses the Canadian economy for the post 1960 period. It uses an accounting
procedure developed in Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2006). The procedure identiﬁes accounting
factors that help align the predictions of the neoclassical growth model with macroeconomic
variables observed in the data. The paper ﬁnds that total factor productivity and the consumption-
leisure trade-off – the productivity and labor factors – are key to understanding the changes in
output, labor supply and labor productivity observed in the Canadian economy. The paper
performs a decomposition of the labor factor for Canada and the United States. It ﬁnds that the
decline in the gender wage gap is a major driving force of the decrease in the labor market
distortions. Moreover, the milder reduction in the labor market distortions observed in Canada,
compared to the US, is due to a relative increase in effective labor taxes in Canada.
JEL classiﬁcation: E65, E24, 041, 051
Bank classiﬁcation: Labour markets; Potential output; Productivity
Résumé
Les auteurs font appel à la méthode d’analyse des ﬂuctuations conjoncturelles de Chari, Kehoe et
McGrattan (2006) pour étudier l’évolution de l’économie canadienne depuis les années 1960.
Cette méthode consiste à dégager des facteurs explicatifs en vue de mieux concilier les prévisions
du modèle de croissance néoclassique avec le comportement réel des variables
macroéconomiques. Les auteurs constatent que la productivité globale des facteurs et l’arbitrage
consommation-loisir – les facteurs productivité et travail – sont essentiels à la compréhension des
variations de la production, de l’offre de main-d’œuvre et de la productivité du travail observées
au Canada. Ils effectuent une décomposition du facteur travail pour le Canada et les États-Unis.
D’après celle-ci, la baisse de l’écart salarial entre les hommes et les femmes explique en bonne
partie l’atténuation des distorsions sur le marché du travail. Par ailleurs, le recul moins marqué de
ces distorsions dans notre pays par rapport à ce que l’on constate au sud de la frontière tient à une
hausse relative du taux d’imposition effectif du revenu du travail au Canada.
Classiﬁcation JEL : E65, E24, 041, 051
Classiﬁcation de la Banque : Marchés du travail; Production potentielle; Productivité1I n t r o d u c t i o n
The 1960sa n d1970s were decades of good growth for Canada. Output per working-age
person grew on average by 2.5 percent per year. Growth slowed down considerably starting in the
1980s, to an average rate of about 1.6 percent per year. Moreover, since 1961, Canadian output per
working-age person has been on average 21 percent below that of the United States, its geographic
neighbor and largest trading partner.
This paper addresses two questions. First, what accounts for the movements of output per
working-age-person in Canada from 1961 to 2005? We give particular emphasis to the growth
slowdown period. Second, what are the key elements that lead to diﬀerences in output per working-
age person between the U.S. and the Canadian economy? To answer these questions we employ
an accounting procedure developed in Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2002,2006).W e ﬁnd two
factors to be key to answer these questions. The ﬁrst is a productivity factor (Solow residual or
total factor productivity). A decline in the productivity factor’s growth is the main driver of the
growth slowdown in Canada. A comparison with the U.S. reveals that both countries experienced
a similar growth slowdown in the productivity factor and that a part of the U.S.-Canada diﬀerence
in output per working-age person is due to level diﬀerences in total factor productivity (TFP). The
second factor of importance alters the decision of households between working in the market place
and consuming. We call this the labor factor. Canada and the U.S. display very diﬀerent patterns
of the labor factor. A counterfactual experiment reveals that Canada would be able to considerably
narrow the output diﬀerences with the U.S., if it reduced distortions underlying the labor factor
similar to the U.S. We perform a decomposition of the labor factors which suggests that eﬀective
labor tax diﬀerences between Canada and the U.S. are a main source of the labor factor diﬀerences
between the two countries. A small role is also played by cross-country diﬀerences in the gender
wage gap.
In this paper, we use the methodology of Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2006, henceforth
CKM) to analyze the Canadian economy. This procedure allows researchers to identify accounting
factors that help align the predictions of the neoclassical growth model with key observed data for
macroeconomic variables. The procedure is particularly useful in determining which margins were
distorted and to what extent the factors account for periods of economic downturns. The CKM
methodology is applied to a standard neoclassical growth model economy. We use the equilibrium
conditions of the calibrated model to measure four factors (productivity, labor, investment andgovernment).1 Taking the factors as given we compute the optimal decision rules of households
and ﬁrms. A comparison of the optimal decisions under various combinations of factors allows us
to evaluate the importance of the respective factor for output, labor supply, investment, and so
on. Since by construction all the factors combined account for all the variations in the data, this
procedure is tantamount to an accounting exercise. Moreover, the relative importance of each factor
provides valuable insight into the class of models that seem most promising to understand the macro
ﬂuctuations observed in the data.
As mentioned previously, we ﬁnd that two factors are key in accounting for the movements of
output per working-age-person and labor supply in Canada since 1961: the productivity factor and
the labor factor. Similar ﬁndings for particular periods and other countries exist in the literature.
CKM ﬁnd that labor and productivity factors account for the U.S. and Canadian Great Depressions,
and Ahearne, Kydland and Wynne (2006) ﬁnd that the same two factors account for Ireland’s
depression in the 1980s. The importance of the labor factor for the 1980s depression in the United
Kingdom was recently stressed in Kersting (2008).2
Regarding the Canadian growth slowdown period starting in the 1980s, we ﬁnd that the
productivity factor is the main source of the slowdown. To put this ﬁnding into perspective we
compare Canada to the United States. The United States is a good benchmark for Canada since it
is its biggest trading partner and it was the technology leader throughout the period in question.3
From this comparison, we discover that the decline in the productivity factor’s growth in Canada
is not extraordinary but rather in line with what was observed in the United States.
This brings us to our second question related to the sources of the U.S. - Canada output per
working-age person diﬀerences. Our ﬁrst ﬁnding is that part of the diﬀerences in output per working-
age person between Canada and the U.S. can be attributed to level diﬀerences in the productivity
factor; on average since 1961 Canadian TFP is about 85% of the U.S. level. Our second ﬁnding is
that an important diﬀerence between Canada and the United States is in the labor factor. While in
the U.S. the distortions underlying the labor factor have declined considerably since the 1980s, in
Canada these distortions have remained high, suggesting an opportunity for Canada to increase its
1There has been work done that demonstrates that these factors can be thought of as reduced form representations
of real or monetary frictions present in the economy. For those who are interested we provide some interpretation for
each of the factors in Appendix A.5.
2The methodology has been used to analyze other countries as well. Chakraborty (2005) examines the Japanese
economy and its lost decade during the 1990s. Cociuba (2007) analyzes the German economy since 1991, with special
emphasis on the East-West German income diﬀerences.
3Our measure of technology leadership is the level of TFP and here the United States were the undisputed leader
even in the period of Japan’s rapid GDP growth.
2labor supply, output and private consumption by reducing these distortions in a similar fashion as
the United States. We perform a counterfactual experiment for Canada, in which we let the growth
in the Canadian labor factor be the same as in the U.S., and keep the other accounting factors as
measured from Canadian data. We ﬁnd that in this experiment growth in output per working-age
person per year would have been 0.6 percent higher since the 1980s, allowing Canada to eliminate
about half the gap with the U.S. and be only 10 percent below the U.S. by 2005.
From here on, we focus our attention on the labor factor diﬀerences, since there exists an
extensive literature that analyzes the productivity factor in Canada as well as the Canadian — U.S.
level diﬀerences in the productivity factor.4 Our guiding question is: What are the main sources of
the widening gap in the labor factors between the two countries? Our approach to this question is
a decomposition exercise as follows. We augment the standard model used so far to include three
features: time varying labor income taxes, time varying labor income shares and female and male
wage diﬀerentials. We show that this model is equivalent to the model used in the accounting
exercise, and hence we are able to derive an equation that decomposes the labor factor into the
three features mentioned above and a residual.
The three features we incorporate in our model have been suggested in the literature as
potentially important for the movement of the labor income factor. Eﬀective labor income taxes have
been suggested by Prescott (2004), a time varying income share has been derived as an implication
of capital utilization in Hansen and Prescott (2005), and Jones et al. (2003) show that gender wage
discrimination along the lines of Goldin (1992) and the lifting of the ‘glass ceiling’ for women can
be reduced to the labor factor. We ﬁnd that the decrease in the male-female wage diﬀerential is
a particularly important contributor to the overall decline in the labor market distortions in both
economies. These three components together account for 57 percent of the changes in the labor
factor in the case of the United States from 1980 to 2005. For Canada our decomposition is not able
to account for much of the decrease in the labor factor distortions. The reduction in labor distortions
associated with the fall in the gender wage gap observed in Canada is almost entirely wiped out
by increased eﬀective labor taxes and a decreased labor income share. Performing a counterfactual
experiment in which we replace the various factors for Canada with their respective counterpart
4To mention a few papers: Lee and Tang (2000) and Rao et al. (2004) consider the industry dimension of the
productivity factor gap; Rao et al. (2006) highlight among other possible cross country diﬀerences the importance of
machinery and equipment and trade openness; Tang and Wang (2005) focus on the manufacturing sector and emphasize
product market competition and skill shortages as productivity depressants. A collection of multiple studies focusing
on the importance of information technology is provided in Jorgensen (2004).
3from the United States, we ﬁnd that our decomposition is able to account for almost all of the
widening gap in the labor factor between Canada and the United States. The predominant factor
for the cross country diﬀerence is the eﬀective labor income tax. A minor but not unimportant role
f a l l so n t ot h ec r o s sc o u n t r yd i ﬀerences in the gender wage gap.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the standard neoclassical growth
model and the measurement of the accounting factors. We present the ﬁndings for the Canadian
economy in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a model with labor market distortions that enables
us to decompose the labor factor. We conclude with Section 5.
2 Accounting Exercise
In this section we review the CKM accounting methodology. We start with the presentation of
the model economy. We then discuss the measurement of the accounting factors and their economic
interpretations.
2.1 Benchmark Economy
The model economy is a one sector neoclassical growth model. The economy has four exoge-
nous factors: the productivity factor, At, the labor factor, 1−τl,t, the investment factor, 1/(1 + τx,t),
and the government factor, gt.
The representative consumer chooses sequences of per working-age-person consumption, ct,
per working-age-person investment, xt, and per working-age-person labor, lt, to maximize:




subject to ct +( 1+τx,t)xt ≤ (1 − τl,t)wtlt + rtkt + Tt
Nt+1
Nt
kt+1 ≤ xt +( 1− δ)kt
k0 given
where kt denotes the beginning of period per working-age-person capital stock, rt is the rental
rate of capital, wt is the wage rate and Tt represents per working-age-person lump-sum transfers.
The working-age population at time t is given by Nt and it grows at rate η, hence Nt+1 =( 1+η)Nt.
The production technology is given by F (Kt,z tLt) which is homogenous of degree one in
the two inputs Kt and ztLt. There is labor augmenting technical progress in the economy at a
constant yearly rate of γ − 1. Hence, zt =ˆ ztγt, where the growth factor, γt, denotes the constant
technological progress and ˆ zt represents deviations from trend growth. Note that given the func-
4tional form F (Kt,z tLt)=Kθ
t (ztLt)





¢1−θ , where At ≡ ˆ z1−θ
t . The representative ﬁrm’s problem is to maximize proﬁts given
by:
P (F):m a xF (Kt,z tLt) − rtKt − wtLt
Finally, the government balances its budget every period:
(gt + Tt)Nt =( τx,txt + τl,twtlt)Nt
Note that in the model, τx,t and τl,t look like taxes (or subsidies) on investment and labor
income, respectively. However in the accounting procedure τx,t and τl,t could also stand in for factors
other than taxes. Hence, we refer to 1 − τl,t, 1/(1 + τx,t) and the other two factors as accounting
factors.
Characterization of Equilibrium
Definition 1. A competitive equilibrium is an allocation (ct,x t,k t,l t,K t,L t)
∞




1. Given the exogenous sequences (τl,t,τx,t,g t)
∞
t=0 and the prices, (ct,x t,k t,l t)
∞
t=0 solves the house-
hold problem, P (HH)
2. Given the prices, (Kt,L t)
∞
t=0 solves the ﬁrm’s problem, P (F)
3. The resource constraints are satisﬁed for all t:
Nt (ct + xt + gt) ≤ F (Kt,z tLt)
Kt ≤ Ntkt
Lt ≤ Ntlt
We use the following functional forms for our analysis:
u(ct,l t)=







We detrend all variables that grow over time with the technology trend and indicate them
with hats (e.g. detrended consumption will be ˆ ct = ct/γt). The equilibrium is characterized by the
5following ﬁrst order conditions (for derivation see section A.1):
u2 (ˆ ct,l t)
u1 (ˆ ct,l t)
=ˆ ztF2
³
ˆ kt, ˆ ztlt
´
(1 − τl,t) (1)
(1 + τx,t)
u1 (ˆ ct,l t)





ˆ kt+1, ˆ zt+1lt+1
´i
(2)
ˆ ct +ˆ xt +ˆ gt = F
³
ˆ kt, ˆ ztlt
´
(3)




βηγ1−σ¢t u1 (ˆ ct,l t)ˆ kt+1 =0 . (5)
2.2 Measurement of the Accounting Factors
Given parameters, and data on ˆ ct, ˆ xt,ˆ gt, ˆ yt,l t, and ˆ kt we use equilibrium conditions to measure
the factors.
• The productivity factor, At, is determined as:






• The labor factor, 1 − τl,t, is determined as the solution to equation (1):
1 − τl,t =
u2 (ˆ ct,l t)




ˆ kt, ˆ ztlt
´.
• To compute the investment factor, 1/(1 + τx,t), we calculate τx,t as the solution to equation
(2):





u1 (ˆ ct,l t)
u1 (ˆ ct+1,l t+1)
− F1
³
ˆ kt+1, ˆ zt+1lt+1
´¶
− 1; ∀t =0 ,...,T.
• Finally, we determine the government consumption factor, ˆ gt directly from data by adding
government consumption and net exports. We then divide by the working-age population and
detrend by the technology growth trend.
In the equations above, ˆ ct, ˆ xt,ˆ gt, ˆ yt, and lt are taken from data (See appendix A.4 for details
on the sources of the data). Given lack of suﬃcient detail of data for the Canadian economy, we
make two assumptions. First, we assume that government investment is not productive; that is,
we treat government investment just like government consumption. Second, we assume consumer
6durables are consumption goods and not investment goods. As a result of these two assumptions, the
capital stock for our economy consists only of the net private ﬁxed assets and the stock of private
inventories.5 We are conﬁdent that these assumptions on the data do not alter our qualitative
ﬁndings. In fact we are able to show that similar results are obtained for the U.S. economy for
diﬀerent treatment of consumer durables or government consumption.6
We construct the capital stock, ˆ kt, using the perpetual inventory method. Given the 1961
capital stock which we identify as k0 and using a ﬁxed depreciation, we construct the capital stock
series as follows:
γηˆ kt+1 =ˆ xt +( 1− δ)ˆ kt.
The parameters used in the accounting exercise are presented in Table 2. All the parameters,
except for the population growth, are common across the two economies and are calibrated to the
U.S. economy for the period 1961 − 2005. We determine θ to match the share of capital income in
total income, δ to match a ratio of depreciation to output of 9.7 percent and a capital-output ratio
of 2.35.7 The technology growth, γ, is chosen to match the average growth in output per working-
age person. The discount factor is chosen to match a rate of return on capital of 4.5 percent (i.e.
β = γ/1.045). The utility parameters α and σ are chosen following Cooley and Prescott (1995).
Finally, the population growth rate is chosen to match the average growth rate of the population
aged 16 to 64 years in each economy from 1961 to 2005.8
5Cooley and Prescott (1995) consider the data adjustments needed to ensure consistency between the data mea-
surements and the neoclassical model. They include the government capital stock and consumer durables as part of
the total capital stock of the economy. We depart from this practice due to data restrictions.
6We compare results of two experiments for the US economy: (i) Consumer durables included in consumption
and government investment included in governmeny consumption and (ii) Consumer durables included in investment
and government investment included in investment except for military investment which is included with government
consumption. We obtain very similar results. CKM (2002) also obtain very similar results for diﬀerent variations on
the treatment of data.
7The capital output ratio and depreciation output ratio are consistent with our measure of the capital stock (i.e.
the net private ﬁxed assets and private inventories).
8Results are robust to parameter changes. Changing the value of a calibrated parameter results in changes in the
level of various factors, but does not alter the signiﬁcance of the factors in our accounting exercise. For example, a
higher value of β relative to the one used in our calibration leads to a higher level of the investment factor but has no
eﬀect on the productivity, labor or government factors. A constant shift in the level of the investment factor is unable
to alter its importance in accounting for ﬂuctuations in output and other variables. Unlike changes in β, an increase
in the value of θ aﬀects more than one factor. It leads to downward shifts in the productivity and labor factors, and to
an upward shift in the investment factor. However, the importance of the factors in the accounting exercise remains
unchanged.
72.3 Interpretation of the factors
A detailed presentation of the economic interpretation of the accounting factors is presented
in CKM (2002,2006). The accounting factors are essentially reduced forms of concrete distortions
in the economy. For example, they stand in for sticky wages, sticky prices or credit market restric-
tions. Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan demonstrate that such models are equivalent to a standard
neoclassical growth model with diﬀerent types of time varying factors that distort the equilibrium
decisions of economic agents. Some well-known macroeconomic models used for practical purposes
feature such frictions. Besides frictions, the time varying factors can also be related to ineﬃcient
input utilization of ﬁrms, labor income taxes, investment taxes, and government consumption.
3 Findings
In this section we report the results of the accounting exercise for Canada for the period 1961
to 2005, as well as for the subperiod 1980 to 2005. We ﬁnd that for both periods, the movements
in output, investment and labor supply in Canada are mainly accounted for by movements in the
productivity and labor factors. We ﬁnd that the government and investment factors play a minor
role in both periods considered.
3.1 The Post 1960 Period
The ﬁndings for the period 1961 to 2005 are reported in Tables 3 and 4 and in Figures
?? through 6. To summarize, we ﬁnd that the productivity and labor factors account for most
of the movements in output, investment and hours worked in Canada. Examined in isolation, the
investment factor yields counterfactual predictions for all three variables. Moreover, the government
factor alone plays a small role in accounting for movements in output and investment, but also yields
counterfactual predictions for hours worked.
Figure ?? presents Canadian output and the accounting factors.9 Recall that in computing
the factors we have removed a 2 percent growth trend from the variables that grow with technology,
and thus growth is relative to this trend. As seen in Figure ??, output grew by more than trend
growth for almost two decades. By 1979 detrended output was 10 percent above its 1961 level.
However, the growth slowed down in the next two decades and the current detrended level of output
is the same as it was in 1961. In other words, the average growth rate of output per working-age
person over the 45 year period was essentially 2 percent, with higher or lower growth in particular
9We use output to refer to output per working-age person throughout the analysis.
8decades. From Figure ?? w ea l s ol e a r nt h a tg r o w t hi nt h eproductivity factor was high for the ﬁrst 2
decades, but low thereafter. Overall, the productivity factor declined by 8.5 percent throughout the
45 year period. The labor factor, 1 − τl, experienced a worsening in the ﬁrst two decades followed
by a subsequent recovery, and it is now at a similar level as in 1961. Over the entire period, the
investment factor was reduced in the sense that τx declined relative to its 1961 level. The second
plot in Figure ?? presents the government factor and net exports as a percent of output. In 1961,
the government factor was 20 percent of output. By 2005, it had increased to 26 percent of output.
Part of this increase is due to an increase in the net exports’ share of output.
We now assess the contributions of the four factors to the movements in output, investment,
and labor supply. To this end, we compute model predictions in which some of the factors are
permitted to ﬂuctuate, just as measured in the data, while the others are kept constant at their
initial levels. Table 3 presents a summary of the results for a number of diﬀerent models. The
models in which only one factor is allowed to ﬂuctuate are labeled "models with one factor". We
also consider models in which two or three factors are allowed to ﬂuctuate. The table presents the
correlation between data and model predictions for output, investment and hours worked, and gives
a rough idea of which factors generate predictions in line with the data. For example, we see that a
model in which only the productivity factor is allowed to ﬂuctuate is able to capture a large part of
the movements in output, but does not do a good job in capturing ﬂuctuations in hours worked. A
model with the labor factor alone captures the movements in hours worked fairly well, while leading
to counterfactual predictions for output and investment.
First, we consider the contributions of the productivity factor. In this experiment, the pro-
ductivity factor is allowed to ﬂuctuate as it does in the data, while the labor, government and
investment factors are kept ﬁxed at their 1961 levels. Figures 2, 3 and 4 plot the predictions of the
model against data. The prediction for output is in line with data, though the growth predicted is
slightly higher in late 1960s throughout the late 1970s, and slower from mid 1980s until the present.
Predicted detrended output in 2005 is 7 percentage points below its 1961 level whereas in the data,
detrended output is almost the same in 2005 as it was in 1961. In terms of hours worked, the model is
fairly successful at capturing the increasing trend. Over the 45 year period, hours worked increased
by 11 percent in the data while the model predicts an increase of 8 percent. In spite of capturing
the overall increasing trend, the model with the productivity factor alone does not capture the low
level of hours worked observed in the data for the 60s and 70s. In terms of investment, the model
predicts much higher investment ﬂows than is seen in the data.
9Next, we consider the contributions of the labor factor. The model with the labor factor alone
performs poorly in terms of output and investment. In Figure 2 we see that the model predicts a
depression for the Canadian economy for about 20 years followed by a recovery to a level of detrended
output very similar to the data. In fact, the predictions of the model for post-1990 are very close
to the data. We obtain similar results for investment. The factor factor alone does a better job at
capturing the ﬂuctuations in hours worked, although it underpredicts the level of hours.
The last two factors are less successful in capturing ﬂuctuations in output, investment and
hours worked. A model with the government factor alone predicts very smooth output, investment
and hours worked series. A model with the investment factor alone moves all variables the wrong
way, that is when output increases in the data it typically decreases in the model and vice-versa.
The same is true for hours worked and investment.
We next examine the predictions of a model with both the productivity and labor factors,
since individually these factors proved important in accounting for movements in output and hours,
respectively. The results are presented in Figure 5. This model is able to capture fairly well the
movements in output and hours worked, but predicts levels of output and hours worked lower than
in the data. Figure 5 also shows the predictions of a model in which both the productivity and
government factors are allowed to vary. This model is better able to predict the level of output (with
the exception of the period from the late 1960s to the early 1980s). However, it fails to capture the
low hours worked for the early period.
We conclude that a model with both the productivity and labor factors seems to do well in
matching the data. Table 4 presents the correlations and root mean squared errors between the
model variables and the data for a number of experiments. The table illustrates that output and
hours worked as predicted by the model with the productivity and labor factors are, on average,
about 9 percent lower than in the data. The root mean squared error for output is a few percentage
points higher than in the experiment with the productivity factor alone. However, in that model
the prediction for hours worked is at odds with data.
Adding another factor to the productivity and labor factors improves the results. This is not
surprising, since by construction a model with all four factors matches the data perfectly. Table
3 presents the results from models including all but one factor. The model labeled "Productivity,
labor and government" uncovers the contributions of the three factors by keeping the investment
factor ﬁxed at its 1961 level. By comparing this model to the model with the productivity and labor
factors alone one can get a sense of how important the government factor is. Similarly, we evaluate
10the importance of the investment factor by comparing the model labeled "Productivity, labor and
investment" to the model with the productivity and labor factors alone.
All of the experiments performed lead us to conclude that the forces that manifest themselves
as the productivity and the labor factor are critical to an understanding of the movements in output,
investment and hours worked over the last 45 years in Canada. Moreover, the investment and
government factors play only a minor role.
3.2 The Growth Slowdown Period
In this section, we perform an accounting exercise for the growth slowdown period which
lasted from 1980 to 2005. The ﬁndings are reported in Tables 5 and 6. The four factors are, by
construction, the same as those reported in Figure ?? for the period 1980 to 2005. In fact, the
analysis performed from 1980 onward diﬀers from the previous exercise in only one regard: in this
exercise the capital stock for the year 1980 is taken as given from data. In the analysis performed
for the 45 year period, the capital stock in the year 1980 was determined endogenously in the model
and thus was potentially diﬀerent from the capital stock in the data. Not surprisingly, the results are
very similar to those of the previous analysis. The productivity and labor factors together account
for most of the ﬂuctuations in output, investment and hours worked, while the contributions of the
investment and government factors are small. Indeed the growth slowdown in Canadian output
after 1980 is overwelmingly due to a decline in the productivity factor.
In order to gain some perspective on the movements of the productivity and the labor factor
outlined in this section, we compare the Canadian experience to that of U.S. The U.S. is chosen
as a benchmark economy for two main reasons. Firstly, for the periods considered the United
States was the technological leader in the world and thereby deﬁned the technology frontier and
potential productivity factor movement. Secondly, the United States is the main trading partner of
Canada and therefore they share economically strong bonds. So, if Canada’s output per working-age
person fell in absolute terms but not relative to the U.S. output per working-age person, then one
might think that both countries experienced a similar technological development that is not that
extra-ordinary any longer.
Indeed, over the last 45 years, Canadian output per working-age-person has averaged 79
percent of the U.S. level. A big part of this income gap can be accounted for by diﬀerences in the
productivity factor. In Canada over the same time horizon, the level of TFP has been about 85
percent of the U.S. level (See Figure 7). As a result, about 30 percent of the income diﬀerence
11between the U.S. and Canada remain to be accounted for by factors other than productivity, such
as inputs into production.
The accounting exercises for both Canada and the U.S. indicate that the productivity and
labor factors are key in understanding ﬂuctuations in output, investment and labor supply. To
understand how diﬀerent the two economies are, we compare output and the two factors in Canada
and the U.S. over the past 45 years. We ﬁnd that the correlation between output per working-
age-person in the two economies is 60 percent. The productivity factor is much more correlated,
at 95 percent, while the labor factors exhibits a correlation of only 78 percent. Figure 8 plots the
productivity and labor factors for Canada and the U.S. The labor factor is normalized to 100 in 1961.
As we see in the ﬁgure, the productivity factors are quite similar between the two economies. This
suggests that while the Canadian productivity factor decreased post 1980 it did so in line with the
technology leader. On the other hand, the movements in the labor factor have been very diﬀerent.
In the U.S., the forces that manifested themselves as the labor factor have declined signiﬁcantly
starting in 1982. They are now at a much lower level than in 1961. Starting 1982, these forces also
declined slightly in Canada however by 2005 they had returned to the same level seen in 1961. The
diﬀerence in the labor factor has important implications in the model for labor supply, output and
consumption. In particular, we perform a counterfactual experiment for Canada, in which we let
the growth in the Canadian labor factor be the same as in the U.S., and keep the other accounting
factors as measured from Canadian data. We ﬁnd that in this experiment growth in output per
working-age person per year would have been 0.6 percent higher since the 1980s, allowing Canada
to eliminate about half the gap with the U.S. and be only 10 percent below the U.S. by 2005.
4 Understanding the Labor Factor in Canada and the U.S.
To obtain a better understanding of the sources of the labor factor movements, we next
consider a model with more tangible distortions in the labor market, and evaluate the degree to
which they account for the diﬀerent movements in the labor factor between the U.S. and Canada.
4.1 Labor Market Distortions and the Labor Factors in the U.S. and Canada
The more tangible components of the labor factor, which we consider, are eﬀective labor
income taxes, a varying labor income share, and the movement of the gender wage gap.10 These
10The factors we introduce using our more tangible model of the labor market are not meant to be exhaustive. This
is emphasized by the presence of the residual. We ignored for example the eﬀect of unions, the importance of labor
market regulations and the presence of unemployment and a government organized unemployment insurance.
12factors have been suggested in the literature as potential sources of labor factor movements. Specif-
ically, Prescott (2004) analyzed the importance of eﬀective labor income taxes on labor supply.
Hansen and Prescott (2005) show that a time varying labor factor captures capital utilization over
the business cycle11 and can have non-negligible aggregate consequences. Finally, the relationship
between the gender wage gap and a time varying labor factor has been shown by Jones et al. (2003).
Here the labor factor captures gender wage discrimination in the sense of Goldin (1992) or a lift-
ing of the ‘glass ceiling’ for women. Here ‘glass ceiling’ refers to the observation that women have
problems advancing in ﬁrms beyond a certain level and gender wage discrimination stands for a gap
between the wage of a woman relative to the wage of a male despite identical characteristics. The
next part presents a stylized model capturing the three components of the labor factor.
Economy with Labor Market Distortions
There is a representative household, with two members — a male and a female. The household
chooses household consumption, ct, household investment, xt, and hours worked by the male, lm,t,




βtu(ct,l m,t + lf,t)Nt
subject to :
ct + xt ≤ rtkt +( 1− νt)(1− εt)(wm,tlm,t + wf,tlf,t)+ψt
Nt+1
Nt
kt+1 ≤ xt +( 1− δ)kt
lm,t ≤ ¯ lt,k 0 given
where kt is the beginning of period capital stock, rt is the rental rate of capital, wm,t and wf,t
are the wage rates for males and females respectively, and ψt are lump-sum household transfers.
The working-age population at time t, Nt, grows at rate η, hence Nt+1 = ηNt. Quantity variables
are expressed in per working-age-person terms (e.g. li,t =
Li,t
Nt , where Li,i∈ {m,f} denotes the
total hours worked by males or females).
The hours worked by the male member of the household are constrained from above. For
the empirically relevant case wm,t >w f,t, this constraint binds in equilibrium. Furthermore, νt
represents the eﬀective marginal tax rate on labor income12 and εt is a distortion that is not explicitly
11It also to some extend captures the changing wage bargaining-power between ﬁrms and employees over the business
cycle.
12Following Prescott (2004),t h ee ﬀective labor income tax, νt, is computed from data on tax rates as follows:
13modeled. The εt is meant to stand in for factors other than eﬀective labor income taxes that may
distort the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure.
In addition to the representative household, there is a representative ﬁrm that has a constant
returns to scale technology given by F (Kt,ζt (Lm,t + Lf,t)). Both male and female labor supplies
experience technological progress, at a yearly rate of γ − 1. Hence, ζt = ˆ ζtγt where γt is the
constant technological progress and ˆ ζt represents deviations from trend growth. Males and females
earn diﬀerent wages. This wage diﬀerence is modeled as a cost, dt > 0, incured when hiring a
woman.13 As a result women receive only a fraction 1
1+dt of the males’ wage. Lastly, the Cobb-
Douglas share parameter, ˜ θt, varies exogenously over time. The problem of the representative ﬁrm
is to maximize proﬁts:
P2(F):m a xF (Kt,ζt (Lm,t + Lf,t)) − rtKt − wm,tLm,t − (1 + dt)wf,tLf,t,
F (Kt,ζt (Lm,t + Lf,t)) = K
˜ θt
t (ζt (Lm,t + Lf,t))
1−˜ θt
Despite being perfect substitutes in production, male and female hours worked bring diﬀerent
amounts of net income to the household. In other words, male and female hours are taxed diﬀerently.
From the household budget constraint, we observe that the share of male labor income available to
the household is (1 − νt)(1− εt)wm,tlm,t. In other words, the tax on male labor equals νt+εt−νtεt.
The share of female labor income available to the household is (1 − νt)(1− εt)wf,tlf,t. This can be
also expressed as
(1−νt)(1−εt)




Finally, the government balances its budget every period.
(gt + ψt)Nt =
µ
[νt + εt − νtεt]wm,tlm,t +
∙
1 −






The balanced budget equation above states that the fraction of labor income taxed away is
lump-sum rebated to the household after paying for government consumption. Equivalently, the
νt =(Consumption Tax Rate + Labor Tax Rate)/(1+Consumption Tax Rate). The consumption and labor tax rates
as computed following the Mendoza et. al. methodology.
13This formulation is agnostic about the reasons for the wage diﬀerence. It admits the main two possibilities: (i)
gender-productivity diﬀerences, (ii) gender-discrimination. One possibility is to think of this as the cost of having a
part-time worker compared to a full-time worker. They are equally productive while at work, but part-timers cause
extra costs for the employer (set-up cost, administrative (ﬁxed) cost, ...).
14balanced budget equation can also be written as:
(gt + ψt)Nt =( [ νt + εt − νtεt]wm,tlm,t +[ dt − (νt + εt − νtεt)]wf,tlf,t)Nt
Definition 2. A competitive equilibrium is an allocation (ct,x t,k t,l m,t,l f,t,K t,L m,t,L f,t)
∞
t=0 and
a price system (rt,w m,t,w f,t)
∞
t=0 such that:
1. Given the exogenous sequences (νt,ε t,g t,ψt)
∞
t=0 and the prices, (ct,x t,k t,l m,t,l f,t)
∞
t=0 solves
the household problem, P2(HH)
2. Given the prices, (Kt,L m,t,L f,t)
∞
t=0 solves the ﬁrm’s problem, P2(F)
3. The resource constraints are satisﬁed for all t:
Nt (ct + xt + gt) ≤ F (Kt,ζt (Lm,t + Lf,t))
Kt ≤ Ntkt
Lt ≤ Ntlm,t + Ntlf,t
We detrend all variables that grow over time with technology and denote them by hats (for
example, detrended consumption is ˆ ct = ct/γt). Moreover, we use the same functional forms for the
utility and production functions as in the earlier model. The equilibrium is characterized by the
following ﬁrst order conditions (for derivation see section A.2):
u2 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)
u1 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)
=( 1 − νt)(1− εt)ˆ ζtF2
³
ˆ kt,ˆ ζt (lm,t + lf,t)
´
/(1 + dt)
u2 (ct,l m,t + lf,t)
u1 (ct,l m,t + lf,t)
=( 1 − νt)(1− εt)ˆ ζtF2
³





u1 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)
¡
where μt ≥ 0; lm,t = ¯ lt;




u1 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)
u1 (ˆ ct+1,l m,t+1 + lf,t+1)
= βγ−σ
³
1 − δ + F1
³
ˆ kt+1,ˆ ζt+1 (lm,t+1 + lf,t+1)
´´
ˆ ct +ˆ xt +ˆ gt = F
³
ˆ kt,ˆ ζt (lm,t + lf,t)
´




t u1 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)ˆ kt+1 =0
Note that the household’s budget constraint and the government balance budget equation

















be a solution to the model























Moreover, let the productivity factor, At ≡ ˆ z1−θ
t , the labor factor, 1 − τl,t, the government
factor, ˜ gt, and the investment factor, 1/(1 + τx,t), f r o mt h eb e n c h m a r km o d e lb ed e ﬁned as below.
ˆ z1−θ







1 − τl,t ≡ (1 − εt)(1− νt)
³





















≡ (1 + τx,t)
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t=0 are a solution to the benchmark model.
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
Proposition 1. tells us that with 1 − τl,t deﬁned as in (6) the intratemporal conditions in
the two models are the same. In the next section we make use of equation (6) to decompose the
movements in the labor factor into diﬀerent components.
Decomposition of the Labor Factors for the U.S. and Canada
In this section we use equation (6) to decompose the changes in the labor factor, 1−τl,t, into
three components and a residual as indicated below.
• an eﬀective labor income tax component: 1 − νt, where νt denotes the eﬀective labor
income tax and captures variations in the labor tax rate and consumption tax rate over time
• a labor share component:
³
1 − ˜ θt
´
/(1 − θ), where (1−˜ θt) denotes the time-varying labor
share
16• a gender wage component: ˜ wf,t/˜ wm,t, that captures for example the changing nature of
the labor market due to a decrease in gender wage discrimination
• ar e s i d u a l , 1 − εt, computed by using the measured 1 − τl,t,a sw e l la sd a t ao nt h et h r e e
factors:













Table 7 presents the decomposition of the labor factor for the U.S. and Canada. We compute
the change in the labor factor for each of the economy and see how much of this change can be
attributed to the three components considered (i.e. the labor tax, the labor share and the gender
wage component) and how much remains unaccounted for (i.e. captured by the residual). We focus
on the period since 1970 due to data availability.
As seen in Table 7, the labor factor increased by 18 percent in Canada over the period 1970
to 2005. In other words, the distortions underlying the labor factor have declined. When considered






) increased by only 2.2 percent. Thus
only about 13 percent (ln(1.022)/ln(1.18) = 0.13) of the decrease in distortions can be accounted
for by eﬀective taxes, labor share ﬂuctuations and the reduction in the gender wage gap. One
interesting observation is that the wage of females in Canada grew dramatically compared to the
wage of males throughout the period. This reduction in the gender wage gap contributed to a decline
in distortions. However, over the same time period, the eﬀective labor income tax, νt, increased and
the labor share, 1−˜ θt, decreased, both resulting in an increase in distortions that nearly outweighed
the contribution of the gender wage component.
Next, we consider the decomposition of the U.S. labor factor. Over the period 1970 to 2005,
the labor factor in the U.S. increased more than in Canada. In other words, the labor market
distortions in the U.S. declined considerably. About 36 percent of the change in the labor factor can
be accounted for by changes in the three factors considered together. Similar to the case of Canada,
the wage of females increased considerably more than the wage of males in the U.S. However, the
other two components considered decreased. We also perform a decomposition exercise for the U.S.
between 1980 and 2005, since most of the increases in the labor factor occured over this period (see
Figure 8). As seen in Table 7, the decomposition is more successful for this shorter period, as the
changes in the eﬀective labor income tax and labor share components are much smaller compared
to the period from 1970 to 2005. In other words, a larger fraction of the labor factor changes in
17the U.S. for the period starting in 1980 are accounted for by reductions in the gender gap. Overall,
the three components account for about 57 percent of the changes in the labor factor in the U.S.
over the last quarter century. In the case of Canada, an analysis of the 1980 to 2005 period yields
similar results as before, because the decline in the eﬀective labor income tax and the labor share
components are still large.
We next address the following question: Why have the labor market distortions declined
much more in the U.S. compared to Canada over the period 1980 to 2005?W e p r o p o s e a s i m p l e
experiment based on the decomposition exercise presented above. We want to understand what
would the Canadian labor factor be, if Canada were more like the U.S. in some respect. Speciﬁcally,
we start with equation 6 and compute an implied labor factor for Canada, if Canada had experienced
the same changes in the labor share component as the U.S.14 In this exercise we leave the other two
components and the residual for Canada unchanged. Similarly, we compute implied labor factors
for Canada if the Canadian gender gap component changed like that of the U.S., or if Canada had
the same eﬀective labor income tax as the U.S. From these experiments we can observe if one of the
components is responsible for the diﬀerent behaviour of the U.S. and the Canadian labor factors.
The results are reported in Table 8. The main les s o nf r o mt h i sa n a l y s i si st h a ti fC a n a d ah a d
experienced the same change in its eﬀective labor tax rate as the U.S., the labor market distortions
in Canada would have decreased by a lot more. In fact the change in the labor factor would be very
similar to the one observed in the U.S. A small role is played by the gender wage gap diﬀerences
between the two countries.
We conclude that the reductions in the gender wage gap over the last 35 years contributed
somewhat to a reduction in the labor market distortions present in both the Canadian and the U.S.
economy. However, other distortions arose over the same period, such as increases in the eﬀective
taxes on labor income and decreases in the share of income attributed to labor. The increases in the
eﬀective labor income taxes were more pronounced in Canada. Furthermore, a thought experiment
based on the decompositon suggests that eﬀective labor taxes account for very large proporiton of
the divergence of the labor factors of the two countries.





















185C o n c l u s i o n
We perform an accounting exercise along the lines outlined in Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan
(2002,2006) for the post-1960 Canadian economy. We consider two time periods; that from 1961
to 2005, as well as the growth slowdown period from 1980 to 2005. For both periods, we ﬁnd that
total factor productivity and distortions in the labor-consumption trade-oﬀ are the key margins that
account for most of the changes in output, investment and labor supply. A similar result is derived
for the U.S. economy. We compare Canada to the United States. We ﬁnd that the TFP growth
has been similar in the two economies. Moreover, we ﬁnd a key diﬀerence between Canada and
the United States to be in the labor factor. In the U.S. the distortions that manifested themselves
as labor distortions declined signiﬁcantly starting in 1980. Labor distortions also decreased in
Canada from 1980 to 2005 although to a lesser extent than in the U.S. We decompose these labor
distortions into three main components — an eﬀective labor income tax, a labor share and a gender
wage component — and a residual. For the U.S., we ﬁnd that a signiﬁcant part of the decline in
the labor distortions (i.e. about 57 percent), is accounted for by the three factors considered. The
reduction in the gender wage gap is particularly important in driving this result. For Canada the
three components considered in our decomposition exercise seem less important. The reduction
in labor distortions associated with the fall in the gender wage gap observed in Canada is almost
entirely wiped out by the increase in the other distortions. We perform a counterfactual experiment
that suggests that labor taxes account for a very large part of the divergence in the labor factors of
the two nations.
19Appendix
A.1 Benchmark Model — Equilibrium Conditions
The Lagrangian for the consumer’s problem is given by:






+ ϑt{(1 − τl,t)ˆ wtlt + rtˆ kt + ˆ Tt − ˆ ct − (1 + τx,t)ˆ xt}
+ ξt{(1 − δ)ˆ kt +ˆ xt − ηγˆ kt+1}
ª
where all variables denoted by hat are per working-age person, detrended variables (e.g.
ˆ ct = ct/γt). Moreover, e β = βηh(γ), and the function h(γ) depends on the choice of utility function.
For example, if u(ct,l t)=
h




/[1 − σ] then h(γ)=γ1−σ.
For each time t, the ﬁrst order necessary conditions for the consumer’s problem are the budget
constraint, the capital stock law of motion, as well as:
u1 (ˆ ct,l t)=ϑt
u2 (ˆ ct,l t)=ϑt (1 − τl,t)ˆ wt
ξtηγ = e β
£
ξt+1 (1 − δ)+ϑt+1rt+1
¤
ξt = ϑt (1 + τx,t)
Proﬁt maximization for the ﬁrm’s problem implies that factor prices satisfy:
rt = F1
³
ˆ kt, ˆ ztlt
´
ˆ wt =ˆ ztF2
³
ˆ kt, ˆ ztlt
´
Eliminating the multipliers and the factor prices we obtain the ﬁrst order conditions presented
in the text.
20A.2 Labor Market Distortions Model — Equilibrium Conditions
The Lagrangian for the household’s problem is given by:





u(ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)
+ λt{rtˆ kt +( 1− νt)(1− εt)(ˆ wm,tlm,t +ˆ wf,tlf,t)+ˆ ψt − ˆ ct − ηγˆ kt+1 +( 1− δ)ˆ kt}
+ μt{¯ lt − lm,t}
ª
where all variables denoted by hat are per working-age person, detrended variables (e.g.
ˆ ct = ct/γt). Moreover, the function h(γ) depends on the choice of utility function. For example, if
u(ct,l t)=
h




/[1 − σ] then h(γ)=γ1−σ.
The household’s ﬁrst order necessary conditions are the budget constraint, the capital stock
law of motion, as well as:
u1 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)=λt
u2 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)=λt (1 − νt)(1− εt)ˆ wf,t
u2 (ˆ ct,l m,t + lf,t)=λt (1 − νt)(1− εt)ˆ wm,t − μt
¡
μt ≥ 0; ¯ lt − lm,t ≥ 0;




ηγλt = βηh(γ)λt+1 (1 − δ + rt+1)
Proﬁt maximization for the ﬁrm’s problem implies that factor prices satisfy:
rt = F1
³
ˆ kt,ˆ ζt (lm,t + lf,t)
´
ˆ wm,t = ˆ ζtF2
³
ˆ kt,ˆ ζt (lm,t + lf,t)
´
ˆ wf,t = ˆ ζtF2
³
ˆ kt,ˆ ζt (lm,t + lf,t)
´
/(1 + dt)
Eliminating the multipliers and the factor prices we obtain the ﬁrst order conditions presented
in the text.
A.3 Proof of Proposition 1.
In this section, we prove Proposition 1.













the ﬁrst order conditions of the benchmark model, where l∗
t,L ∗
t,and w∗
t are as deﬁn e di nP r o p o s i t i o n
211.
Benchmark Model — Equilibrium Conditions
Let
³
˜ ct, ˜ xt,˜ kt,˜ lt, ˜ Kt, ˜ Lt, ˜ rt, ˜ wt
´∞
t=0
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˜ ct +˜ xt +˜ gt ≤ F
³
˜ kt, ˆ zt˜ lt
´








˜ kt+1 =0 .










































































μt ≥ 0; l∗
m,t = ¯ lt;

























































It is straightforward to see that the law of motion for the capital stock is the same in both
economies. Moreover, given the deﬁnition of l∗
t and identical utility functions in the two models,
22the transversality conditions are the same. We are left to show that the star variables satisfy the
resource constraint, intratemporal condition and Euler equation of the benchmark model. To do so,































































































=( 1 − τl,t)
1 − θ
1 − ˜ θt
w∗
m,t
=( 1 − τl,t)w∗
t
where the second equality comes from the deﬁnition of 1 − τl,t,a n dt h el a s te q u a l i t yc o m e s
from the deﬁnition of w∗
t in Proposition 1. It suﬃces to show w∗
t =ˆ ztF2 (k∗
t, ˆ ztl∗










23Making use of the deﬁnitions of w∗
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where the second equality comes from the equation that deﬁnes τx,t in Proposition 1.
A.4 Data
Given data availability for the Canadian economy we make the following assumptions regard-
ing the stock of consumer durables and the government consumption. Firstly, we treat consumer
durables as private consumption with the immediate implication that the stock of consumer durables
will not be included in the capital stock of the economy. Secondly, we treat all government invest-
ment as government consumption and as a result, the depreciation of government capital is removed
from both the income and the product side of the accounts. Moreover, the government stock of ﬁxed
assets is not included in the capital stock of the economy. In an additional adjustment to the data,
we remove the sales taxes from the gross domestic product in order to obtain output at producer
prices.
The adjustments made to the data are presented in Table 1.
24Table 1: Adjustments to NIPA Accounts.
Product Income
1. Private consumption - Sales Taxes 1. Compensation of employees
2. Gross private domestic investment 2. Net capital income
3. Net exports 3. Depreciation of capital
4. Government consumption - Depreciation of gov. capital
+ Government Investment 4. Taxes on production and imports
- Depreciation of gov. capital - Sales Taxes
GDP - Sales Taxes GDP - Sales Taxes
- Depreciation of gov. capital - Depreciation of gov. capital
A.4.1 Sources for data
The main sources of data for Canada are: Statistics Canada for the national accounts, ﬁxed
assets and labor data. The main sources of data for U.S. are: Bureau of Economic Analysis for the
national accounts, and ﬁxed assets data, as well as Cociuba, Prescott, Ueberfeldt (2007) for the
labor data. A detailed description of the data is presented in a separate data appendix.
A.5 Interpretation of the factors
In this section we discuss the factors presenting brief economic interpretations for each. For
more details, we refer the reader to CKM (2002,2006).
A.5.1 The government factor
The government factor captures two macroeconomic aggregates, government consumption
and net-exports. It is not a factor that directly changes any marginal product or the relationship
between a marginal product and a marginal rate of substitution. However, the government factor,
g,d o e sc r e a t eaw e a l t he ﬀect. To understand this, recall equation 3:
ˆ ct +ˆ xt +ˆ gt ≤ F
³
ˆ kt, ˆ ztlt
´
, (A1)
An increased government factor crowds out private consumption and investment, and as a
secondary eﬀect forces households to reconsider their labor and capital decisions. Thus households
25react to the negative impact of government expenditures on the amount of available resources.
In the standard neoclassical growth model the government factor is exogenous because the
model economy is a closed economy, without any endogenous reason for government consumption.
To endogenize the net-exports, which are part of the government factor, the model would have
to be extended to at least a two country version. Modelling net-exports as an exogenous part of
t h er e s o u r c ec o n s t r a i n ts i m p l i ﬁes the analysis. These net-exports are standing in for things like
exchange-rate movements, demand for exports abroad or imports at home.
To endogenize government expenditures means to extend the model to include elements of
public economics. Issues such as the provision of public or semi-public goods or the way a society
reaches consensus play a role in determining government expenditures. These issues are conveniently
summarized by the government factor. Even though the government factor exogenizes government
spending and net-exports, it still captures the main implications for the whole economy.
To summarize, the government factor pools all issues related to international trade and the
determination of publicly provided goods into a simple factor that inﬂuences the resource constraint
but without distorting the marginal conditions of households or ﬁrms.
A.5.2 The productivity factor
The productivity factor has the most widespread direct inﬂuence of all the factors as it
changes the marginal product of labor, the marginal product of capital, and the resource constraint
all at the same time. It creates incentives (or disincentives) to work, to invest, and to consume.
In considering the main equations, 1 to 3, it is apparent that the productivity factor is a primary
m o v e ri ne a c ho ft h e m .
For countries at the technological frontier there is a large set of models in the endogenous
growth literature that aim at describing their productivity development. For other countries the
adoption of technology or best practice procedures in production seem to be quite important. For
example, Schmitz (2005) analyzes the adoption of organization improvements to enhance the pro-
ductivity factor in the U.S. and Canadian iron ore industries. For a thorough analysis of the
productivity factor in the context of the Great Depression we refer to Kehoe and Prescott (2002).
CKM presents ﬁnancial frictions in the input market as an example to motivate the pro-
ductivity factor. They use an environment with heterogeneous ﬁrms where heterogeneity is due to
diﬀerences in the ﬁnancial constraints faced by intermediate ﬁrms. In their model, the productivity
factor is directly connected to these ﬁnancial frictions.
26A.5.3 The labor factor
The labor factor measures the discrepancy between the marginal rate of substitution of








´ =( 1 − τl,t)F2
³
ˆ kt, ˆ ztlt
´
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The labor factor captures a broad variety of distortions, including among other things labor and
consumption taxes. Besides taxes there are more things that are captured by the labor factor. Ex-
amples are institutional aspects of the labor market, the presence of network eﬀects, discrimination,
unionization, labor mobility restrictions, integration problems of immigrants, disincentives to work.
One issue with the labor factor is the presence of a trade-oﬀ between the labor factor and
the preference for leisure (in our utility speciﬁcation α). This can be seen immediately in equation
A2.15 This trade-oﬀ poses a problem for level comparisons of diﬀerent countries’ factors but does
not aﬀect comparisons of relative changes in the factors.
CKM shows that the presence of unions or sticky wages can manifest itself in the form of
labor factor variations. The notion that sticky wages can lead to a big distortion of the consumption-
leisure choice has been exploited especially by the Neo-Keynesian literature built around the business
cycle model (see Rotemberg and Woodford, 1999). Hall (1997) has taken a diﬀerent approach and
shown that search frictions can be thought of as driving forces behind the labor factor. Mulligan
(2002) measures the labor factor for the United States over the 20th Century. Jones, Manuelli, and
McGrattan (2003) shows that the presence of a ‘Glass Ceiling’ that prevents women from achieving
the highest possible job level, is equivalent to the presence of a labor factor in a standard model.
As the ‘Glass Ceiling’ is lifted over time, so disappears part of the labor factor.
15If two countries have diﬀerent preferences for leisure, with everything else the same, then the standard assumption
of equal preferences, would lead to an under-estimation of one country’s distortion factor and an over-estimation of
the other country’s distortion factor. While this has level eﬀects it does not change the movement of the labor factors,
indeed the incorrectly measured factors perfectly correlated with the correctly measured factors.
27A.5.4 The investment factor
The investment factor captures the distortionary inﬂuences on the transformation of goods
today into goods tomorrow. These inﬂuences can be real as in the case of storage problems or mon-
etary as in the case of an inﬂation tax. Like the labor factor, taxes can largely aﬀect the formation
of the investment factor. Here especially taxes/subsidies on capital income and on investment play
a big role. Such taxes have been analyzed in McGrattan (1991) for the case of the United States.
CKM show that an economy with investment frictions, as for example in Carlstrom and
Fuerst (1997), can give rise to a non-zero investment factor. In his 1994 paper, Braun shows that
inﬂation thought of as a tax is equivalent to an investment factor.
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Table 2: Model parameters.
Capital income share θ =0 .33
Depreciation δ =0 .042
Technology growth γ =1 .020
Discount factor β =0 .976
Leisure parameter α =1 .770
Intertemporal substitution σ =1 .000
Population growth ηUS =1 .013,ηCA =1 .016
31Table 3: Predictions of Models: Canada, 1961-2005
Correlation with data: 1961 − 2005
Output, y Investment, x Hours worked, l
Models with One Factor
Productivity factor only 0.95 0.73 0.28
Labor factor only −0.26 −0.06 0.80
Government factor only 0.69 0.38 −0.16
Investment factor only −0.43 −0.11 −0.38
Models with Two Factors
Productivity and labor 0.84 0.70 0.88
Productivity and investment 0.82 0.51 −0.23
Productivity and government 0.94 0.85 0.18
Labor and investment −0.70 −0.24 0.82
Labor and government −0.11 0.10 0.83
Models with All but One Factor
Labor, investment and government −0.65 0.03 0.85
Productivity, investment and government 0.81 0.68 −0.23
Productivity, labor and investment 0.96 0.87 0.98
Productivity, labor and government 0.92 0.71 0.91






Model with All Distortions
Output 1.00 0.00
Investment 1.00 0.00
Hours worked 1.00 0.00
Average 1.00 0.00




Hours worked 0.28 0.05
Average 0.66 0.09
L a b o rF a c t o rO n l y
Output −0.26 0.12
Investment −0.06 0.27
Hours worked 0.80 0.08
Average 0.16 0.16
Efficiency and Labor Factor
Output 0.84 0.09
Investment 0.70 0.20
Hours worked 0.88 0.08
Average 0.81 0.12













33Table 5: Predictions of Models: Canada, 1980-2005.
Correlation with data: 1980 − 2005
Output, y Investment, x Hours worked, l
Models with One Factor
Productivity factor only 0.91 0.62 0.37
Labor factor only −0.25 0.17 0.89
Government factor only 0.64 0.09 −0.15
Investment factor only 0.06 −0.22 −0.60
Models with Two Factors
Productivity and labor 0.83 0.71 0.93
Productivity and investment 0.79 0.39 −0.42
Productivity and government 0.90 0.75 0.18
Labor and investment −0.40 0.02 0.82
Labor and government −0.14 0.20 0.91
Models with All but One Factor
Labor, investment and government −0.28 0.09 0.84
Productivity, investment and government 0.79 0.50 −0.48
Productivity, labor and investment 0.98 0.89 0.99
Productivity, labor and government 0.89 0.72 0.94





Model with All Distortions
Output 1.00 0.00
Investment 1.00 0.00
Hours worked 1.00 0.00
Average 1.00 0.00




Hours worked 0.37 0.04
Average 0.63 0.07
L a b o rF a c t o rO n l y
Output −0.25 0.10
Investment 0.17 0.21
Hours worked 0.89 0.03
Average 0.27 0.11
Efficiency and Labor Factor
Output 0.83 0.03
Investment 0.71 0.15
Hours worked 0.93 0.04
Average 0.82 0.07
35Table 7: Decomposition of Labor Factor.
Growth Factors†
1970 − 2005 1980 − 2005
Canada U.S. Canada U.S.
Labor Factor, 1 − τl,t 1.180 1.284 1.105 1.299
Three components 1.022 1.094 1.003 1.161
Eﬀective labor income tax, 1 − νt 0.85 0.91 0.86 0.97
Labor share,
³
1 − ˜ θt
´
/(1 − θ)0 .89 0.94 0.98 0.97
gender wage component, wf,t/wm,t 1.34 1.28 1.19 1.24
Residual 1.155 1.174 1.102 1.118
† For each variable vt, we compute the ratio v2005/v1970 or v2005/v1980






Implied Labor Factor if Canada had
the U.S. labor share component 1.097
the U.S. gender wage component 1.152
the U.S. eﬀective tax component 1.236
the U.S. eﬀective tax and gender wage components 1.288
36Figure 1: Canadian Output and the Accounting Factors













(a) Output and Three Accounting Factors
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(b) Government Factor and Net Exports, Percent of Output
37Figure 2: Canadian Output: Data and Predictions of Models with One Factor
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38Figure 3: Canadian Hours Worked: Data and Predictions of Models with One Factor
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39Figure 4: Canadian Investment: Data and Predictions of Models with One Factor
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40Figure 5: Main Factors for Canadian Output and Hours










Model with Productivity and Labor Factors
Model with Productivity and Gov. Factors
(a) Output: Data and Predictions of Models
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(b) Hours Worked: Data and Predictions of Models
41Figure 6: Canadian Labor Productivity
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42Figure 7: Output and the Productivity Factor in Canada, Percent of US
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(b) Productivity Factor, At
43Figure 8: Productivity and Labor Factors in Canada and US
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